MEMORANDUM

To: OISE Community

From: Glen A. Jones, Professor and Dean

Date: September 6, 2016

Re: Search Committees for 2016-17

I am pleased to announce that OISE will be conducting three searches during the 2016-17 academic year. The areas of specialization for these positions and the composition of the search committees are outlined below.

Literacy in Elementary Education (tenure stream)

- Clare Brett, Associate Professor and Chair, CTL (Chair)
- Clare Kosnik, Professor, CTL
- Doug McDougall, Professor, CTL and Associate Dean, Programs (Decanal Assessor)
- Zhanna Perhan, Graduate Student, CTL
- Shelley Stagg Peterson, Professor, CTL
- Sandra Styres, Assistant Professor, CTL
- Dale Willows, Professor, APHD

Science Education (teaching stream)

- Clare Brett, Associate Professor and Chair, CTL (Chair)
- Daniel Dalessandro, Graduate Student, CTL
- Wanja Gitari, Associate Professor, Transitional Year Program
- Jim Hewitt, Associate Professor, CTL
- Cathy Marks Krpan, Associate Professor, Teaching Stream, CTL
- Erminia Pedretti, Professor, CTL
- Michele Peterson-Badali, Professor, APHD and Associate Dean, Research, International and Innovation (Decanal Assessor)
Comparative & International Higher Education (tenure stream)

- Nina Bascia, Professor and Chair, LHAE (Chair)
- Stephen Anderson, Professor, LHAE
- Jacqueline Beaulieu, Graduate Student, LHAE
- Ruth Childs, Associate Professor, LHAE
- Doug McDougall, Professor, CTL and Associate Dean, Programs (Decanal Assessor)
- Creso Sa, Professor, LHAE
- Njoki Wane, Professor, SJE
- Leesa Wheelahan, Associate Professor, LHAE

My thanks to all of these individuals for agreeing to be part of these extremely important processes.